PROMASTAR Leads The Region By Completing
Oracle P6 EPPM Specialization Model
PROMASTAR is officially announced to be one of first Oracle Partners
across the EMEA region to successfully complete the P6 EPPM
Specialization Model on both Business & Competency Criteria. This
achievement is considered another step towards leadership and exclusivity
as it recognizes PROMASTAR as an expert in solution areas being an
Oracle Preferred Partner.
On this accomplishment the PROMASTAR management stated "We are
very happy to see our PROMASTAR moving towards achieving
organizational level and we look forward to meeting the requirements of
the areas of specialization as Oracle defines them”. The management also
showed appreciation of the PROMASTAR team by adding
“Congratulations to all of us, promises of more successes to come and
visible changes in the near future".
Furthermore, the PROMASTAR team of managers, trainers and
consultants efficiently passed the specialization exams in the areas of
sales, pre-sales, implementation and technical support, which positions
PROMASTAR as a customer preferred in the solutions area.
It is worth mentioning that PROMASTAR is a professional consulting
house that creates value for clients throughout EMEA and Gulf region by
providing high quality project portfolio management services. Founded in
Egypt in 2001; we have grown from a local European player to one of the
top regional companies in our industry specialized in providing integrated
PPM solutions including consultation, implementation and training
services. Through our dedication, we offer the most effective resultsoriented consulting and training services aiming at qualifying our clients to
be amongst the best performers in their business areas by giving them
competitive advantages. Our objective is to enable companies to create
and sustain competitive advantage. PROMASTAR’s approach is based on
successful past experience delivered by renowned PM consultants; with
International Project Management Professional Credentials, authorized
Primavera trainers, Certified Implementation Specialists and Support
consultants with Oracle Primavera products. PROMASTAR is an Oracle
Specialized Platinum Partner for EMEA region with the Primavera
solutions focus area. PROMASTAR is also an Approved Education
Provider for Oracle University. For more information, please visit:
www.promastar-emea.com

